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I. POPs and type 2 diabetes



� POPs include hundreds of different chemical compounds with common 

properties

- Long term persistence in the environment

- Bioaccumulation in fatty tissues of living organisms

- Half-lives in human: several years ~ decades

�Typical examples of POPs

- Chlorinated POPs: Organochlorine pesticides, PCBs, and dioxins

- Many other POPs-like chemicals

�The most problematic chlorinated POPs were banned in most countries 

several decades ago, but we are still exposed to these chemicals through 

external and internal exposure sources

What are persistent organic pollutants (POPs)?



Two main exposure sources of POPs 

in general population

“fatty animal food”

POPs have completely 

contaminated food chain 

on earth and biomagnified 

“our adipose tissue”

POPs have accumulated in adipose 

tissue throughout the life and POPs

in adipose tissue are continuously 

released to circulation and reached 

to critical organs with serum lipids

External exposure source Internal exposure source



Importantly, all lipids in human body are 

contaminated with POPs

Cholesterol, triglyceride, fatty acid..Adipose tissue



† Adjusted for age, race, sex, poverty income ratio, body mass index, and waist circumference

Lee DH, et al. Diabetes Care 2006;29;1638-44
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Strong associations between 

6 common POPs and Type 2 diabetes

•Cross-sectional study

•2016 U.S. adult population (NHANES dataset)



However, interpretation on individual chemical 

is little meaningful in human studies

Lee DH, et al. Diabetes Care 2006;29;1638-44

PCB 153 1,2,3,4,6,7,8-

hpcdd

1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9

-ocdd

Oxy-chlordane p,p’-DDE Trans-

nonachlor

PCB153 1 + 0.41 + 0.49 + 0.72 + 0.44 + 0.71

1,2,3,4,6,7,8-hpcdd 1 + 0.78 + 0.47 + 0.37 + 0.45

1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9-ocdd 1 +. 053 + 0.40 + 0.53

Oxy-Chlordane 1 + 0.50 + 0.92

p,p’-DDE 1 + 0.53

Trans-nonachlor 1

•Human are exposed to POP mixtures and there are strong positive correlations among serum 

concentrations of various POPs

•Even though we are talking about one specific POP, it reflects results on the POPs mixture, not 

that specific POP. 

•So, focusing on POPs mixture is much more reasonable in human

Correlation coefficients among serum concentrations of various POPs
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Lee DH, et al. Diabetes Care 2006;29;1638-44

Summary measure of 6 POPs and Type 2 diabetes



† Adjusted for age, race, sex, poverty income ratio, body mass index, and waist circumference

Lee DH, et al. Diabetes Care 2006;29;1638-44
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Interaction between POPs and obesity 

•BMI was not associated with T2D 

among subjects with very low 

serum concentration of POPs
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POPs and metabolic syndrome 

among non-diabetes (esp, dyslipidemia)

•Cross-sectional study

•721 U.S. adult population (NHANES dataset)



Critics: mismatch of time trends ?

Body burden of chlorinated POPs in human has been decreasing since 

banning, but type 2 diabetes is currently epidemic

How this kind of discrepancy of time trend is possible, if chlorinated 

POPs are really important in the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes?

Body burden of POPs

Type 2 diabetes

1960       1970      1980       1990      2000      2010

One possible explanation was 

that low dose POPs may be 

more harmful than high dose 

POPs even though it is very 

difficult to accept under the 

current paradigm of toxicology 

like “dose makes poison”



Evidence from prospective studies

� CARDIA study (U.S.): a nested case-control study
- 18 year follow-up

- Study subjects: 120 young adults aged 20~32

- Outcome: type 2 diabetes 

� PIVUS study (Sweden): a prospective  cohort study
- 5 year follow-up

- Study subjects: 1,000 elderly aged 70

- Outcome: type 2 diabetes 

� Uljin study (Korea): a nested case-control study
- 4 year follow-up

- Study subjects: 246 adults aged 40~69

- Outcome: metabolic syndrome

Lee DH et al. Environ Health Perspect 2010;118:1235-42

Lee DH et al. Diabetes Care 2011;34:1778-84

Lee YM, et al. Science of the Total Environment 2014 



Summary results from 3 prospective studies
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Not clearly inverted U-shaped, 

but no further increase of risk 

with increasing doses of POPs

Inverted U-shaped

CARDIA study PIVUS study Uljin study

Lee DH et al. Environ Health Perspect 2010;118:1235-42

Lee DH et al. Diabetes Care 2011;34:1778-84

Lee YM, et al. Science of the Total Environment 2014 



Ruzzin J et al. Environ Health Perspectives 2010;118:465-71

Sprague-Dawley rats for 4 weeks

� Treatment: High fat diet containing crude fish oil 

(contaminated with mixed POPs)

(NOTE: Body burden of POPs were similar with that in human aged 40~50)

� Control 1: Standard Diet

� Control 2: High fat diet

� Control 3: High fat diet containing refined fish oil 

(artificially removed POPs from fish oil)

Evidence from experimental studies



Ruzzin J et al. Environ Health Perspectives 2010;118:465-71

POPs contaminated fish oil 

induced

• Visceral obesity

• Dyslipidemia

• Steatohepatitis

• Insulin resistance

Similar energy intake 

among 3 high fat diet groups



Following two experiments by the same team

Experiment 1: POPs-contaminated

salmon fillet for 8 wks

Experiment 2: POPs-contaminated

whale meat for 8 wks

Ibrahim MM, et al. PLoS One 2011;6:e25170

Ibrahim MM, et al, Toxicology letter 2012;215:8-15

Salmon treated mice: harmful!! Whale treated mice: beneficial!!

•Visceral obesity 

•Insulin resistance

•Glucose intolerance

•Hepatic steatosis

•Triacylglycerol accumulation in muscle

•Reduced body weight

•Increased insulin sensitivity

•Improved glucose tolerance

Completely opposite results between Salmon and Whale!!



Again, low dose effects of POPs??
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II. Possible mechanisms



Tow possible mechanisms for 

the inverted U-shaped association

1. Endocrine disruption

2. Glutathione depletion & mitochondrial dysfunction



Alonso-Magdalena P, et al. Nature Reviews 2011;7:346-53

1. Endocrine disruption



EDCs show non-monotonic dose response relation,

similar with endogenous hormones

Vom Saal F et al. Environ Health Perspect 2003;111:994-1006 



BecauseC

almost all experimental studies are 

one chemical–based ones

However, I am skeptical about  this mechanism

Properties of POPs as EDCs are diverse

• DDT: estrogenic

• DDE (metabolite of DDT): anti-androgenic

• PCB44, PCB52, PCB31, PCB70, PCB101, PCB187.. : estrogenic

• PCB105, PCB118, PCB138, PCB170.. : anti-estrogenic

• PCBs: anti-thyroid

We are exposed to POP mixtures, not one POP compound

Also, there are many other non-POPs EDCs  which we are exposed to through daily lives 

Do you think that we can expect what the net effect of all these EDCs is in human?



Makita Y, et al. Journal of Toxicology and Environmental Health 2004;67:385-95

In pregnant mice

� Group 1: Control

� Group 2: DDE (EDC)

� Group 3: tributyltin (EDC) 

� Group 4: tributyltin + DDE

Tributyltin’s biological effects disappeared with the addition of DDE

Importantly, biological effects of one EDC differ 

widely depending on the presence of another EDC

For example, 
Tributyltin Tributyltin + DDE



2. Glutathione depletion & mitochondrial dysfunction  

NOTE:

Here I am not talking about mitochondrial toxicity which were clearly 

observed with acute treatments of very high dose individual POP in old 

toxicological studies 

Their concentrations were 100 times or 1000 times higher than  current 

human exposure levels 

Thus, those findings are not relevant to current human situation

First, I would like to focus on mitochondria 

because mitochondrial dysfunction is suggested 

as a unifying mechanism of insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes. 

Can POPs induce mitochondrial dysfunction?



The real question should be..

Ruzzin J et al. Environ Health Perspectives 2010;118:465-71

High fat diet without POPs High fat diet with POPs

Can chronic exposure to very low dose POP mixtures similar to current 

human exposure cause mitochondrial dysfunction?  



There can be a more fundamental problem:

Glutathione (GSH) depletion 

• Phase II conjugation 

• Dechlorination

• Enterohepatic recirculation

GSH is continuously consumed through normal metabolism of POPs

Chronic 

GSH depletion
Mitochondrial dysfunction

Chronic exposure to very low dose POP mixtures can lead to 

mitochondrial dysfunction through gradual GSH depletion even 

without any chemical-specific biological response

Redox imbalance



Then, how the inverted U-shaped 

association is possible?



Importantly, GSH depletion can be reversed by 

increasing doses of POPs
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Chronic exposure to dioxin (TCDD, 13weeks) in female B6C3F1 Mice

•Liver GSH depletion was observed with

very low-dose chronic exposure to TCDD 

(0.15 ng/kg/day≈human background exposure)

• However, liver GSH increased with higher 

doses of TCDD

*

**

Slezak BP, et al. Toxicological Sciences 2000;54:390-8

Only “chronic” exposure to “very low dose” TCDD

caused GSH depletion
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In fact, it is a kind of chemical hormesis

Hormesis is broadly defined as a mild stress-induced stimulation of cellular protective 

mechanisms

In the case of chemical hormesis, it means that certain levels of chemicals can act as mild 

stress and is eventually beneficial to health

Toxicity

range



Low dose toxic chemicals are really good for health? 

Low dose dioxin

decrease cancer risk?

Low dose radiation

decrease cancer risk?

Low dose radiation

increase longevity?

Tuomisto J, et al. Dose-Response 2005;3:332-341

Cuttler JM. Dose-Response 2014;12:170-84



Calabrese EJ. Critical Reviews in Toxicology 2013;43:580-606

� The number of articles citing 

hormesis has markedly 

increased since 2000

� Big journals have started  

publishing articles with the 

concept of hormesis

However, the concept of hormesis 

has recently gained scientific credibility



Biological effects of hormesis

• Increase of glutathione synthesis

• Increase of mitochondrial biogenesis 

• Activation of endogenous antioxidant system

• Activation of phase II conjugation

• Activation of DNA repair system

• Increase of autophagy

• Etc.. 

Thus, when doses of certain chemicals are in the hormetic range, 

the risk of many chronic diseases can decrease and longevity can 

increase.



Lee DH, et al. Endocrine Reviews 2014;35:557-601



III. What can we do??



Traditional approaches when a certain chemical is 

proven to be harmful to human

• Strengthen regulation 

• Banning

• Strict safety standard

• Avoid exposure

Government Individual



In the case of low dose POP mixtures, 

they may not work well..

Traditional approaches have only a limited value

because 

(1) they were already banned in most countries several decades ago

(2) they have completely contaminated our food chain

(3) they are already stored in our adipose tissues



A new magic drug

against low dose POP mixtures??



Here I suggest two practical ways 

against low dose POP mixtures

1. Vegan diet

2. Use hormesis



1.  Why vegan diet?

First, plant food is less POPs-contaminated food

because they are located in the lowest level of food chain

POPs contamination in various food groups 



Main excretion 

route of POPs : 

Bile

Second, dietary fiber contained in plant food is very effective to 

absorb POPs excreted in bile, block enterohepatic circulation,  

and increase fecal excretion

1 . Why vegan diet?

Reabsorbed through 

enterohepatic 

circulation

Dietary fiber



There is the more important third reason 

which will be discussed later

1. Why vegan diet?



Current diabetic diet recommendation 

is good enough?

•Current diabetic diet recommendation is mainly focusing on 

calorie restriction & glycemic index

Tonstad S, et al. Nutr Metab Cardiovasc Dis 2013;23:292-9

Barnard ND, et al. Diabetes Care 2006;29:1777-1783

Vegan diet

ADA diet



2. Use hormesis!!

Increasing POPs dose???

Even though I said before that increasing POPs dose can activate 

hormesis, we cannot use it on purpose due to several reasons like:

- Difficulty in controlling doses to hormetic zones

- Mixture effects with other chemicals

- Susceptible population

- Other harmful effects through other mechanisms 



Then, how can we use hormesis?

Importantly, there are many other 

safe ways to activate hormesis



Generalization of hormesis: mitohormesis

Mitohormesis: any stressor inducing certain levels of 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) in mitochondria 

can activate hormesis

Ristow M. Nature Medicine 2014;20:709-711

Hormetic effects



Generalization of hormesis: xenohormesis

Xenohormesis: Foreign chemicals 

which can produce certain levels of 

ROS and/or electrophilies activate 

hormesis mainly through Nrf2 

pathway

It is the third reason why vegan diet is 

important!

Surh YJ. Annals of the NY Academy of Sciences 2011

For example,

Resveratrol

Quercetin

Curcumin..



ROS

Good Bad

Signals for 

hormetic effects

Disease ↑ 

Aging ↑ 

A critical role of ROS in inducing hormesis

Ristow M. Nature Medicine 2014;20:709-711

Kawagishi H and Finkel T. Nature Medicine 2014;20:711-713

Blocking this level of ROS 

is suggested as one of 

possible mechanisms

why antioxidant

supplements were not 

effective in human



Also, biological benefits of 

some popular pharmaceutical drugs 

are also explained by hormesis



For example, some anti-diabetic drugs are 

linked to mitohormesis

Metformin

(De Haes W, et al. PNAS 2014)

Thiazolidinediones

(Brunmair B, et al. Diabetes 2004)

Inhibition of respiratory complex I in mitochondria → ROS ↑ → Mitohormesis



However, many environmental stressors can induce

similar hormetic effects through mito- or xeno-hormesis

Disadvantageous stressors

Neutral stressors

Advantageous stressors

I would like to classify them into 3 groups 

depending on the applicability to human



Disadvantageous 

stressors
- Chemicals

- Radiation

Advantageous

stressors
-Exercise

-Phytochemicals     

-Calorie restriction

Glutathione ↓

Mitochondrial 

function ↓

Type 2

Diabetes ↑

Glutathione ↑

Mitochondrial 

function ↑

Type 2

Diabetes↓ 

Neutral stressors
-Heat, cold, gravity

Activation of 

hormesis

Chronic exposure 

to low dose 

POPs mixture

Reduce 

external & 

internal

exposure  
-Vegan diet

In summary

li

Lee DH, et al. J Epidemiol Comm Health 2014 (in press)



Are you still dreaming of the 

development of a new magic drug?

If low dose POP mixtures is a real 

problem, the solution may be.. 

“Back to the basic!!”

Diet and Exercise




